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Watch For The Difference

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1SI_qTvg9TWki68ujkET0aoVCVjZhFlEh/view


culture

for individuals, character is destiny

for companies,               is destiny



Organizational 
Culture

Entrepreneurial

Learning by doing

Unstructured

Fluid

Ambiguity

Values emotions 
as well as reason

Contribution

Results

Relationship-
focused

Change

Abundance

Bureaucratic

Learning by 
research

Structured

Rigid

Certainty

Values reason over 
emotions

Status

Time and effort

Transaction-
focused

Stability

Scarcity



A Continuous 
Improvement Culture

• The vision is clearly 
communicated.

• All employees are committed to 
continuous improvement.

• Standards, accountability and 
expectations are clearly stated.

• Change is constant.
• A ‘teaming’ environment exists.
• Constant learning is the norm.



The Culture Code
 Build safety
 Share vulnerabilities
 Establish purpose



that 
one person



You are part of this group
This group is special; we 
have high standards here.
I believe you can reach 
those standards



when two plus two 
equals ten



what’s the difference?



the bad apple



the result & cost
Symptom Result & Cost
The Downer:
Malaise/Disengag
ed

Drag.
Team feels they are dragging them 
down.  Can create low energy overall.  
Team may start to by-pass them.

The Slacker:
Not Accountable

Loss of Momentum.
Team members take up a 
disproportionate amount of 
workload…cover for them…get it done 
quickly but half-a**ed

The Jerk:
Arrogance (aka 
“God’s gift to the 
company”)

Disempowerment.
Team doesn’t feel valued and may 
stop contributing because they are 
treated like objects



that 
one person



you are safe here



I’m so sorry 
about the rain.



Belonging Cues
Energy: invest in the current exchange

Individualization: treat the person as 

unique & valued

Future orientation: signal the 

relationship will continue



we are close
we are safe

we share a future





You are part of this group
This group is special; we 
have high standards here.
I believe you can reach 
those standards



design for belonging



distance of separation



 Overcommunicate your listening

 Spotlight your fallibility early on

 Embrace the messenger

 Preview future connection

 Over-do ‘Thank Yous’

 Be painstaking in the hiring process

 Eliminate bad apples

Ideas for Action



 Create safe, collision-rich spaces

 Make sure everyone has a voice

 Pick up trash

 Capitalize on threshold moments

 Avoid giving sandwich feedback

 Embrace fun

Ideas for Action



I screwed 
that up!



Building trust
Creating 
vulnerability



a braintrust meeting



after-action review
 Where did we fail?
 What did each of us do and why did we do it?
 What will we do differently next time?





trust & cooperation



1) A teammate falters
2) Others respond by 

taking on more pain
3) Balance is regained



Design For Belonging
 The one thing that excites me 

about this 2022….
 I confess, the one thing I’m not 

excited about with this 2022….
 In 2022, I’d really like to get 

better at __________________

FEAR AMBITION MOTIVATION



It’s hard to be empathetic when you’re talking.
Talking is really complicated.  You’re thinking 

and planning what to say.

When you’re really listening – it’s not about 
you…

you really connect…



ideas for action
 Over-communicate expectations
 Deliver the negative stuff in person
 When forming new groups, focus 

on two critical moments
- the first vulnerability
- the first disagreement



listen like a trampoline



establish purpose



successful patterns
 Framing
 Roles
 Rehearsal
 Explicit encouragement to speak up
 Active reflection



collect & connect



ideas for action
 Name and rank your priorities
 Be 10x as clear as you think you should be
 Proficiency vs. Creativity
 Measure what really matters
 Focus on bar-setting behaviors



time to be 
more human than human



Ed-isms
 Hire people smarter than you
 Fail early, fail often
 Listen to everyone’s ideas
 Face toward the problems
 B-level work is bad for your soul
 It’s more important to invest in 

good people than in good ideas

Ed Catmull, PIXAR



the culture code
 Build safety
 Share vulnerabilities
 Establish purpose



Engagement

 Measure
 Survey your employees using credible, comprehensive questions.

 Have Growth-Oriented Conversations
 Bring your survey findings to life through genuine conversations.

 Provide Clear, Ongoing Communication
 Managers must implement leadership decisions while motivating their team to get work done.
 Provide clear expectations, the right resources and opportunities to do what each person does best.

 Focus on Wellbeing
 Employees, managers and supervisors all need to feel they are continuously developing in their work and overall 

lives.
 The five elements of wellbeing — career, social, financial, physical and community — to reduce the odds of burnout, 

stress, worry, anxiety and depression

 Have Strengths-based Conversations
 You can help make managers’ jobs easier by teaching them to have higher-quality conversations — ones that occur 

frequently and that focus on employees’ strengths.



Morale A direct link between 
employee partnership 
and stakeholder value 
& customer satisfaction



Summit:  “How do we grow?

“First, Break all the Rules”
A direct link between 

employee engagement 
and business unit performance

Base Camp: “What do I get?”

Camp 1: “What do I give?”

Camp 2: “Do I belong here?”



Base Camp: “What do I get?”
2) I have the materials and equipment I need 

to do my work right.
1) I know what is expected of me at work

Camp 1: “What do I give?”
6) There is someone at work who encourages my 

development.
5) My supervisor, or someone at work, seems to care about 

me as a person.
4) In the last seven days, I have received recognition or praise 

for doing good work.
3) At work, I have the opportunity to do what I do best every 

day.

Camp 2: “Do I belong here?”
10) I have a confidante at work.
9) My associates (fellow employees) are committed to doing 

quality work.
8)  The mission/purpose of my company makes me feel my 

job is important.
7)  At work, my opinions seem to count.

Summit:  “How do we grow?
12) This last year, I have had opportunities at work to learn and 

grow.
11)  In the last six months, someone at work has talked to me 

about my progress.



If the employee doesn’t know what is expected of her as an 
individual (Base Camp),
Then you shouldn’t ask her to get excited about playing on 
a team (Camp 2)

If they feel as though they are in the wrong role (Camp 1),
Don’t pander to them by telling them how important their 
innovative ideas are to the company’s re-engineering 
efforts (Camp 3)

If he doesn’t know what his manager thinks of him as an 
individual (Camp 1), 
don’t confuse him by challenging him to become 
part of the “new organization” (Camp 3) 

If “base camp” needs are not addressed, 
then everything you do for your team 
members to further them along the journey 
will be irrelevant… 

Mountain Climbing



Strengths Interview
1) What keeps you here? 

2) What do you think your strengths are? (skills, 
knowledge, talent) 

3) What tasks here are a poor use of your 
abilities?

4) What are your goals for your current role? 
(Ask for scores and timelines) 

5) How often would you like to meet with me to 
discuss your progress?
Are you the kind of person who will tell me 
how you are feeling, or will I have to ask? 

6) Do you have any personal goals or 
commitments you would like to tell me 
about? 

7) What is the best praise you have ever 
received? 
What made it so good? 

8) Have you had any really productive 
partnerships or mentors? 
Why do you think these relationships worked 
so well for you?

9) What are your future growth and career goals? 
Are there any particular skills you want to 
learn? 
Are there some specific challenges you want 
to experience? 
How can I help? 

10) Is there anything else you want to talk about 
that might help us work well together?



Career Discovery Questions
 How would you describe success in your current role? 

Can you measure it? 

 What do you do that makes you as good as you are? 
What does this tell you about your skills, knowledge and talents? 

 Which part of your current role do you enjoy the most? 
Why? 

 Which part of your current role are you struggling with? 
What does this tell you about your skills, knowledge and talents? 
What can we do to manage around this? 
Training? Positioning? Support system? Partnering? 

 What would be the perfect role for you? 
Imagine you are in that role.  It’s 3pm on a Thursday. What are you doing?
Why would you like it so much?



When selecting the right person…select for talent….
not simply experience, intelligence, or determination

TALENT:  Naturally recurring patterns 
of thought, feeling, or behavior



develop for strength

TALENT KNOWLEDGE SKILL STRENGTH+ + =

Every role has its own nobility.



Aligned

Organization Individuals



Creating an Infinite Culture

FINITE
• Score keep against others: finite

INFINITE
• Score keep against yourself: 

infinite 
• You are your own company
• Strive to be better everyday
• Out do yourself
• It’s the long journey



Stack the Deck

HIRE THOSE MOTIVATED BY 
INSTRINSIC FACTORS:

• Ownership Mentality
• Passion for what you believe

- servant mentality
- problem solving
- critical thinking
- continuous improvement

• Positivity
• Striving



Requires Perseverance

• Keeping it alive
• Holding people 

accountable
• Reinforce all the time
• Walk-the-talk



Leadership & Team Development
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Growing Your Agency Growing Your Agency 



Air Fryer Society  



Agency Universe Study 2022

41% finding & keeping qualified PEOPLE

36% investing in MARKETING & ADVERTISING 

35% obtaining LEADS & growing CL/PL

33% investing in PEOPLE, TECHNOLOGY, ONLINE PRESENCE necessary to grow 
significantly 

31% remaining COMPETITIVE with InsurTech direct carriers





NO BUSINESS WEBSITE 
2018

47%
had no website 

2022

27% 
have no website 



Insurance Consumers 

79% Consumers ran a search online 

78% Call After a Search 

62% Agent conversation biggest factor 





Technology  
Operations & Customer Service

47% have adopted DIGITAL SOLUTIONS for clients due to the pandemic. 

40% use mobile CARRIER APPS

20% provide mobile apps for CLIENTS

77% are comfortable allowing clients to SELF-SERVE for policy documents and identification 
cards 

66% are open to SELF-SERVE for billing inquiries and claims filings

50% are planning to offer ONLINE QUOTING & PURCHASE  to customers in the next two 
years.



People
Partners
Process
Technology
Investments 

Vision & Goals 



Know Your Numbers   
Financial Performance 
Benchmarks 
Recast & Profitability 
Areas to invest & adjust 
Capacity for expansion 



Attract & Retain Talent  



Remote & Hybrid  
Working

73

74% of professionals expect to  be able to work remotely 

97% state that they do NOT want to work full-time in office.

Talent opportunities 

Culture & Leadership

You will offer it or compete against it





Developing a Niche

• 54% of Independent Agencies do not specialize in a specific industry. 

• Creates ability to grow outside local community
• Difficult to scale otherwise 

High Growth Partners & 
Process

Markets & 
Expertise 

Concentration 
& PassionExamine



Agency Networks 150 Agency Networks 

22,000 Agency 
Members 

61%

$138 Billion Premium 
Agencies & Networks 

Not all 
created equal



insurance websites

insurance rater
lead marketplaces

agency management 
systems

sales pipelines

insurance CRMs
carrier policy download

policy management 
systems

insurtech companies



Process to Becoming Data-Driven 

DEFINE THE 
PROBLEM

ASSESS NEEDS IDENTIFY & 
EVALUATE 

PLAN & 
IMPLEMENT   

MEASURE & 
ADJUST 









Data-Driven 
Organizations





There has never been a 
better time to be an 

Independent Agency Owner. 

Steps to Grow 

Focus
Know Your Number

Find the right partners 
Redefine your team 

Create Capacity & Scale 
Utilize Technology 



Independent Insurance Agents of Texas

Agency Management Forum

Oct. 16-17 | San Marcos Embassy Suites

Maximize Your 
Forum 

Experience!

October 16, 2022





the challenge



1

2

3

4

5

Motivation

Values

Attitude

Conviction

Passion

Compassion



1

2

3

4

5

Skill

Knowledge

Analyses

Evaluation

Persuasion

Vision



Intention

Attempt

Commitment

Purpose

Mission

1

2

3

4

5

Time/Action



Intention

Attempt

Commitment

Purpose

Mission

1

2

3

4

5

Level 3

Knowledge

Analyses

Evaluation

Persuasion

Vision

Values

Attitude

Conviction

Passion

Compassion



1

2

3

4

5

As a Team

Respect

Ambition

Courage

Perseverance

Wisdom



1

2

3

4

5

As Leaders

Interested

Involved

Engaged

Convincing

Inspiring



culture

for individuals, character is destiny

for companies,               is destiny





THANK YOU
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